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To our friends and families,

Monday, January 8, 2018

Slideless is an early-stage enterprise software startup. Slideless delivers simple, powerful
Digital Pathology solutions to help labs and healthcare systems migrate from glass microscopes
to digital imaging. This week, Slideless celebrates its first anniversary - what a year!
●

Over 80 detailed face-to-face Customer Discovery Encounters with anatomic
pathologists and department chairs, lab managers and healthcare administrators,
imaging vendors and integrators in North America, Europe and Asia.

●

Eight on-site product demos - “technical Grand Rounds” - at leading healthcare systems,
to collaborate on research automation, technology adoption, and productivity metrics.

●

Two customers for Slideless’ Digital Pathology Management System (DPMS). Winning
the TiE20 Early Stage Startup Award has generated additional leads from prospective
customers and integrators.

In 2018, Slideless will deliver more DPMS-based Digital Pathology solutions:
●

CASEFLOW - turnkey Tumor Board solution - the most-requested DPMS application.

●

TELEPATH - satellite lab consults and second opinions made simple.

●

COLAB - remote anatomic pathologist workstation - read slides anywhere, anytime.

●

PATHPACS - Picture Archiving and Communications System for pathology.

Slideless’ professional services provide vendor-neutral Digital Pathology consulting expertise:
●

Requirements Discovery - helping labs move from digital-curious to digital purchasing.

●

Informatics Architecture - pathology imaging, integration, and orchestration made simple.

●

Digital Pathology Training - medical education solution for next-generation pathology.

●

Custom Imaging Solutions - innovative configurations for innovative labs.

Slideless' Digital Pathology solutions streamline the adoption of telepathology, real-time
collaboration, and computer-aided diagnostics, so Pathologists can get the most out of their
existing investments in slide scanners, storage, and enterprise IT infrastructure.
More info at www.slideless.co, along with previous newsletters and our free DPMS demo.
Cheers,
Bob, Chris, David, Jeff, and Josh

